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1 Aims and Scope

The aim of this paper is to provide participants of the seminar with some background information on the

general notion of data quality (DQ), to illustrate a few agreed-upon and frequently used concepts and defi-

nitions, and to detail open problems to be addressed during the seminar. The paper is not meant as complete

and comprehensive overview of all aspects related to data quality in the context of databases, information

systems or the Web. It is rather intended to provide the participants with a basis for the seminar, outline

specific foci, and raise questions and problems to be addressed extensively (and hopefully solved) during

the seminar.

In the following Section 2, we will summarize some basic settings, definitions, and concepts commonly

used in the context of data quality. We will also give some references to relevant literature that discusses

these aspects in more detail. In Section 3, we detail a list of questions that arise when data quality is of

concern. In Section 4, we then propose some application domains and scenarios in which these questions

are to be studied and solutions are to be developed. Both the list of DQ questions and application domains

and settings are by no means complete, but should illustrate the depth and breadth we expect data quality

aspects in different settings to be covered. In Section 5, we summarize the objectives and outcomes to be

taken into account by the working groups.

2 The Various Meanings of Data Quality

Compared to core database concepts such a database integrity and security, which have been studied in

detail since the introduction of relational database technology, the notion ofdata qualityhas only emerged

during the past 10 years and shows a steadily increasing interest. A major reason for this is the increase

in interconnectivity among data producers and data consumers, mainly spurred through the development
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of the Internet and various Web-based technologies. More than ever before businesses, governments, and

research organizations rely on the exchange and sharing of various forms of data. Oftentimes, data is the

most valuable asset of an organization. It is also widely recognized that dealing with data quality problems

can be very expensive and time consuming, leading to new IT technology branches that exclusively focus

on the assessment of data quality in an organization and cleaning poor quality data.

One can probably find as many definitions for data quality as there are papers on data quality. As stated in

[10], information quality (or data quality) is “an inexact science in terms of assessments and benchmarks”.

Oftentimes, high-quality data is simply described as “data that is fit for use by data consumers” [21]. It will

be a major objective of this seminar to analyze and develop precise (formal) data quality definitions for spe-

cific application scenarios that are of practical relevance and importance. As a guideline for developing such

definitions, we suggest the use a few conventional characterizations of data quality as they can frequently be

found in the literature.

Accuracy The degree of correctness and precision with which the real world data of interest to an applica-

tion domain is represented in an information system

CompletenessThe degree to which all data relevant to an application domain has been recorded in an

information system

Timeliness The degree to which the recorded data is up-to-date

Consistency The degree to which the data managed in an information system satisfies specified integrity

constraints

Naturally the above characterizations are not definitions since they are hard to measure and not context

independent. There are several works that deal with additional data quality aspects, in particular in the

context of management information systems. For example, in [21], DQ dimensions are organized according

to DQ categories (Figure 1). The above data quality aspects are also by no means complete, depending on

the specific context (application domain) in which data quality is considered. For example, [28] present a

survey of 179 data quality dimensions suggested by various data consumers. A more detailed discussion of

some of these dimensions can be found in [16], Chapter 3.

DQ Category DQ Dimensions

Intrinsic DQ Accuracy, objectivity, believability, reputation

Accessibility DQ Accessibility, access security

Contextual DQ Relevancy, value-added, timeliness, completeness, among of data

Representational DQ Interpretability, ease of understanding, concise/consistent representation

Figure 1: DQ categories and dimensions (taken from [21])
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In order to better characterize (or even formally define) data quality aspects or dimensions, it is important

to recognize that data quality cannot be studied in isolation, for example, in the context of just only one

application. Underlying the management of data there are typically complex processes and workflows. It

is thus imperative to study data quality aspects for the entire data management process. That is, one has

to focus on three components: (1)data producers, (2) data custodians(entities that provide and manage

resources for processing and storing data), and (3)data consumers. Depending on the application domain,

these must not necessarily be different entities. For example, in the context of Web-based information sys-

tems, data producer and custodian are often the same entity. Complex information system infrastructures

and in particular the Web comprise many producers, custodians, and consumers. In such a setting, the anal-

ysis and characterizations of data quality aspects naturally becomes more difficult because of the complex

data (and feedback) flows underlying such systems. It will be a major objective of the seminar’s working

groups to precisely characterize such settings in specific application domains and to develop precise quality

dimensions in these settings.

3 Fundamental Questions

Given a specific application scenario in which data producers, custodians, and consumers including their

interactions have been characterized, several fundamental questions regarding DQ aspects can be posed.

These questions serve the development of specific models and definitions for DQ dimensions in the sce-

nario(s) considered. In the following, we will formulate some general questions we hope participants will

study in working groups. In the following section, we then outline some application scenarios and domains

that might be of particular interest for studying these questions and their answers.

(1) How is data quality assessed (DQ Assessment)?

It is natural to first ask this question data consumers and then work backwards to data providers, investigating

the impact and propagation of poor quality data from data producers to consumers. The above question can

also be formulated as “how is DQ measured”? Again, this question needs to be addressed from the viewpoint

of the three components contributing to the scenario. For example, incomplete data can mean different things

to data consumer and data producer in a given application scenario.

(2) How can data quality be model as metadata (DQ Metadata)?

Ideally, data should come with metadata describing the various processes the data went through until it

reaches the data consumer. Of particular interest in this context is the notion ofdata lineage (or data

provenance)that characterizes how data/information has been obtained [1, 5]. Embedding data lineage

aspects as metadata into the data flow and workflow, of course, can lead to drastic improvements in dealing

with DQ issues (given that the metadata is of “good quality”).

(3) How to describe the DQ life-cycle?

Answers to the above questions might give valuable insights into the entire life-cycle of the quality of
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data. Of particular interest in this context is the development of models that initially provide for some

DQ measurements and then improve the quality of data through feedback mechanisms etc. Formalizing

and modeling such DQ life-cycles for several application scenarios might help to better communicate DQ

requirements and issues among data producers, custodians, and consumers.

(4) How are DQ aspects utilized at the data consumer side (DQ-based usage)?

To what extend do current application scenarios provide users with means to explicitly formulate DQ re-

quirements and provide DQ feedback to data custodians and producers? What impact would such models

have on processing and managing data?

(5) How to deal with poor quality data (DQ Improvement)?

Depending on the degree of autonomy of data producer, custodian, and consumer, what are appropriate

means to improve the quality of data, either through improvements of the data management process or

through explicit (observable/queryable) DQ measures and metrics.

(6) What are the relationships between data quality and trust?

In the context of Web-based information systems, the trustworthiness of data recently received quite a lot

of interest. Some works simply consider trust as one DQ dimension whereas other works use the notion

of trustworthiness of data as some kind of aggregation for multiple DQ dimensions. What are the exact

relationships between the notions of DQ and trust? Is trust really a more abstract concept for DQ or are

there specific application scenarios where the trust in data plays a more important role than DQ?

The above list of questions is by no means complete and we hope that during the first two days of the sem-

inar, other important and challenging questions will arise. In general, we hope that for specific application

scenarios and settings, working groups will be able to (formally) model interactions among data producers,

custodians, and consumers and to extend these model in order to address and develop solutions to the above

questions. In particular, we envision that through comparing solutions for the above problems in different

application settings, we will be able to identify new aspects, principles, and general models that can be

adopted to a wider range of application scenarios.

4 Questions in Context

Most of the work focusing on data quality has mainly been dealing with general application settings, primar-

ily in the context of management information systems, Web-based information systems, or data integration.

While these types of systems definitely can serve as a starting point for studying the above fundamental

questions, it is our aim to have very specific application scenarios in place. That is, we would like to

develop specific DQ solutions rather than general frameworks or just recycle topics already completed.

The questions formulated in the previous section will be studied in working groups, each working group

focusing on a specific application domain and type of application or data management setting. The following
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list suggests some of these settings.

(1) Scientific Databases

In numerous areas of the computational sciences such as biology, physics, chemistry, and astronomy, huge

amounts of data are generated from experiments, observations, and simulations. Ensuring that the input to

data analysis and explorations tools is of high quality poses major challenges in respective data management

infrastructures.

(2) Data integration

There has been quite a lot of work on DQ issues in the context of data integration scenarios, in particular

the usage of DQ in query formulation, processing (mediation) and optimization (e.g., [7, 14, 16, 17, 19]).

Interesting aspects in general data integration scenarios are how the quality of data from different, perhaps

heterogeneous and dynamic sources, is assessed and measured and how DQ dimensions are represented to

users and applications. What are the specifics of the data flows? How is information about DQ dimensions

captured and maintained as metadata? What feedback mechanisms exist or are desirable to improve DQ in

different application and data integration settings? When and how should DQ aspects be visible (e.g., in

query formulation) to the user?

(3) E-commerce

E-commerce can be considered as a special case of a data integration scenario. However, in E-commerce

there are much more stringent requirements regarding the quality of the data provided to data consumers,

primarily regulated through business rules or federal and government regulations. What are he specific

DQ standards (if such exist) and how are they realized at the different components of data management

infrastructures for E-commerce (including E-business, B2B etc).

(4) Streaming data

The management and processing of streaming data has become a very hot research area in the database

community. Because of the characteristics of the data in, e.g., sensor networks, dealing with the quality

of query results and quality of the data underlying the computation of these results is a non-trivial issue.

What DQ principles, models, and techniques can be directly adopted to deal with DQ aspects in data stream

management and what novel techniques and concepts need to be developed?

(5) Web data

We consider Web data as heterogeneous forms of data collected by a Web crawler. In particular, Web data

must not necessarily correspond to data extracted from Web-accessible databases. In the context of “plain”

Web pages collected by a Web crawler, what are the specific DQ dimensions of interest? How is the quality

of, e.g., a Web page assessed, measured and represented in managing and querying Web data? Are current

techniques employed by, e.g., Google, sufficient or are there more precise and better DQ measurements and

techniques?

(6) Data Warehouses

Data warehouses typically contain data from multiple sources, aggregated over time. Although often data

cleansing techniques are employed while data is loaded into a data warehouse, many reports from industry
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and government projects indicated that several “mission critical” data warehouses contain a huge amount of

poor quality data. What are the specific problems regarding the assessment, measurement, and utilization

of DQ dimension in data warehouses? What model and techniques should be employed in creating data

warehouses that maintain high quality data and existing data warehouses that are polluted by poor quality

data?

(7) Data Mining

Data exploration and knowledge discovery tools have become standard applications in the context of large-

scale databases and data warehouses. The role of data mining (DM) techniques in these settings can be

investigated from two perspectives: (1) standard usage of DM to discover patterns that are relevant to im-

prove business practices, and (2) usage of DM to investigate the quality of the data managed in the database

or data warehouse. What are the specific DQ assessment and measurement models in these settings? What

impact does information about DQ dimensions have on managing and utilizing the data residing in such data

stores?

Of course, many more application scenarios and settings can be given. The above list only illustrates some

of the areas we envision to be covered during the seminar. We hope that participants can contribute other

areas and develop more specific application settings and scenarios regarding the above areas.

5 Summary and Work-plan

The base questions and application scenarios illustrated in the previous two sections are supposed to serve

as starting point for developing (formal) models, techniques, and approaches to DQ during the seminar in

the context of working groups. It will be up to the working groups how to address these challenges, e.g.,

either bottom-up by starting with a very specific application scenario or top-down by initially focusing on

specific fundamental questions. Eventually, some or all base questions (including those not listed in Section

3) should be addressed during this seminar.

We are in particular interested in developing complete models that cover data producers, custodians, and

consumers. We hope that until the beginning of the seminar and during the first two days of the seminar,

participants pose fundamental base questions and develop realistic and important application scenarios and

settings in which DQ is of importance. The following references (some are not cited in the above sections)

provide the interested reader with some more background material on data quality. Please note that online

versions of most of the papers listed can be found atwww.db.cs.ucdavis.edu/Dagstuhl03/ .

Finally, any comments and additions on the above statements and coverage of questions and applications

are welcome and should be addressed to the organizers of the seminar. We will then include respective

statements into this documents and also make the statements available to other participants.
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